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THE FINAL FERMATA ON CONCERT CHOIR’S FALL SYLLABUS

- You must use and check your ABAC stallion e-mail address to correspond with Dr. Roe. You may also request to join FB ABAC Concert Choir.
- Only ONE absence is allowed. Each additional absence lowers your grade by an entire letter grade! REMEMBER this grade is based on attendance which accounts for 50% of your grade. If a student missed too many classes then the student will need to demonstrate they can sing their part by memory for the concert.
- There are no excused absences EXCEPT (1) death in the family, (2) college approved trips, and (3) a doctor’s medical excuse that was not for an office visit/appointment. TARDIES COUNT AS AN ABSENCE! Save your ONE absence any of these three causes.
- Cuts taken during the week of a performance will count double.

Weighted Grades:
- Attendance and participation 50%
- Participation in dress rehearsal AND Performance 50%

NOTE: Participation in dress rehearsal and performance together count as a single unit for 50% of your grade. If you miss either component (dress rehearsal OR performance) you forfeit the full 50% of your grade. Please be advised that missing either portion of this unit will result in a failing grade for the course.

Concert Performance Dates:
- Ladies without dresses must be sized before September 12 with the student worker. Check times on the Student Worker Door for their availability. Men will need to be sized for their tuxes before Fall Break, October 19 2015.
- Fall Concert Dress Rehearsal: Monday, November 9, 2015 in Howard Auditorium: 4-6PM
- FALL CONCERT: Tuesday, November 10, 2015 in Howard Auditorium: Concert begins at 7PM; you must be in place by 6pm for pictures.

I have read and understand the above course description, objectives, absence policy, and grading system for Concert Choir. ________________________________